
 

Sat Paul Mittal School hosts Satyan Innovation Fest 3.0 to promote Entrepreneurship, 

Innovation & STEM 

 

11th May 2023, Ludhiana: Sat Paul Mittal School organised the Satyan Innovation Fest 3.0 on the 

theme of Entrepreneurship, Innovation & Stem from 11 – 13 May 2023. The opening ceremony 

was graced by the Chief Guest, Shri Rakesh Bharti Mittal, Vice Chairman, Bharti Enterprises.  

The Satyans accorded him a green welcome. Many renowned innovators including Mr. Evo 

Hannan, Founder of Innovation X, Mr. Akash Ekka, Co-Founder of Rocketeers, and Mr. Aayush 

Gupta, Co-Founder of Fampay, attended the event. The members of the Governing Council, 

Academic Advisory Council, and several other dignitaries also graced the first day of the fest.  

The celebrations began with the lighting of the ceremonial lamp amidst the sounds of mantras, 

which reverberated in the auditorium. The Satyans, performed a soul-stirring invocation and the 

event started with an insightful video on the event and its purpose to strengthen the scientific 

and analytical potential of young innovators. This was followed by a thought-provoking panel 

discussion focusing on future technologies, concepts and innovations where various exemplary 

education leaders, and visionaries, impressed upon the need to encourage young minds to think 

creatively to find solutions to longstanding societal issues.  

Shri Rakesh Bharti Mittal, Chairman, Governing Council, Sat Paul Mittal School, said, "Satyan 

Innovative Fest is committed to providing the students with the best possible opportunities to 

learn and grow. It will open up enriching and positive experiences that will accelerate self-

learning, deepen students’ knowledge and cultivate their decision-making, social interaction, 

conflict resolution and emotional awareness skills. It is a great platform for our young minds to 

break barriers, think creatively and build innovative solutions to address Global Challenges. I 

congratulate all the participants and wish them the very best for their future endeavors." 



 

Students were encouraged by the vision of the exemplary leaders and determined to give their 
best towards the fest. The Principal Ms. Bhupinder Gogia proposed the vote of thanks and the 
event culminated on a cheerful note with Punjab's breathtaking dance - Bhangra and a rendition 
of the National Anthem. 

About Sat Paul Mittal School 

Established in 2004 and affiliated with the Council for the Indian School Certificate Examination, 

the Sat Paul Mittal School is highly committed to being an institution of excellence - where every 

student is nurtured as a responsible citizen and an empowered leader of tomorrow. It is 

positioned amongst India’s top 35 schools in the Education World India School Rankings (2022-

23) and has ranked no. 1 in Punjab for the last 7 consecutive years.  

The school offers a dynamic global curriculum along with an eclectic mix of ICT tools and caters 

to a child-centric approach maintaining a proportionate student-teacher ratio of 14:1. Teaching 

at the Sat Paul Mittal School exhibits a commitment to impart 21st-century futuristic skills & 

training while instilling moral values & respect for India’s rich cultural heritage. The unique 

feature of the school is its Satyan Entrepreneurship Programme, Students Exchange Programme, 

Satyan Fellowship Programme and Parent Engagement Programme, which are designed to 

empower the students and enhance engagement. Sat Paul Mittal School stands committed to 

Inspiring a lifelong love of learning, Imbibing values and Creating a nurturing environment where 

students can thrive and prosper in sync with its motto, ‘Learning without Limits’.  

 

 

 


